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SWAN OF TUONELA 
Sungsoo Ahn Pick-up Group & WHS 

 
 
 
 
Dance and circus performance with contemporary versions of Jean Sibeliusʼ 
music 
 
 
Hands lift skirts up from the black waters of Tuonela, land of the dead. Back 
arches in a balance defying outreach towards the underworld. Dark figures 
surround the wanderer on the brinks of Tuonela river. 
 
Mythic past from Finnish Kalevala folk stories is bent to new angles. The 
performance sails from dramatic to ridiculous. It brings the Swan of Tuonela to 
international waters, to collision points between contemporary border zones 
and and classical art. 
 
 
  
Swan of Tuonela is an ambiguous international collaboration, which 
reinterprets music by Jean Sibelius as a stage performance. The renowned 
Korean choreographer Sungsoo Ahn and Finnish circus pioneer Ville Walo get 
hold of Sibeliusʼ composition together with three exceptional musicians, 
Samuli Kosminen, Hauschka and Markus Hohti. 
 
 
 
 
World premiere on the 26th of September 2015 at Verkatehdas in 
Hämeenlinna, Finland.  
 
Korean premiere the 23rd of October 2015 at Seoul Arts Center (Towol 
Theater) in Seoul. 



Playbill 
 
 
 

SWAN OF TUONELA 
Sungsoo Ahn Pick-up Group & WHS 

 
 
 
 
 
At the river of Tuonela a swan crosses the border between the lands of the dead and 
the living. Lemminkäinenʼs mother tries in vain to look for her son on the shore. 
 
Lemminkäinen is red blooded and loves women. He has heard of Kyllikki, the most 
beautiful maiden on the island, who didnʼt accept day or moon as her suitors. Women 
of the island laughed at Lemminkäinen, but he seduced them by dancing and took 
Kyllikki with him as his wife. 
 
When Kyllikki despite her promises secretly goes dancing, Lemminkäinen leaves 
home. At the lands of the dead in Tuonela Lemminkäinen tries to catch the swan of 
Tuonela, which is a sacred bird. As a punishment Lemminkäinen is torn to pieces 
and thrown in the river. His wife guesses that Lemminkäinen is dead, when a 
hairbrush starts to bleed. 
 
The performance sails from dramatic to ridiculous. It brings the Swan of Tuonela to 
international waters, to collision points between contemporary border zones and 
classical art. Sailing on stage across the border to the realm of death with an optimist 
dinghy embodies the tragicomic hope for better life. 
 
The mythic folktale that inspired Sibeliusʼ composition haunts the performance in the 
background, at times recognizable, at times as nightmarish echoes distorted by the 
temporal distance. The performers take roles ranging from epic heroes to rolling 
waves as a somber undertaker ushers them in deep water. 
 

 



Sungsoo Ahn Pick-up Group 
 
Sungsoo Ahn Pick-up Group was founded by Sungsoo Ahn in 1991 during his 
studies at The Juilliard School in New York City. The history of the group consists of 
two periods. 
 
First period (1991~96): During the first period, the group consisted of dancers who 
had worked in New York City. They had performed at numerous places including The 
Joyce Theater, the American Dance Festival, Central Park Summer Stage, Lincoln 
Center Out of Door Festival, and the Dance Theater Workshop. 
 
Second period (1998~present): After moving back to Korea, Sungsoo Ahn re-
founded the Sungsoo Ahn Pick-up Group in Seoul. This time, Ahn gathered a unique 
ensemble of dancers from various backgrounds.  The male dancers were back-up 
dancers for Korean pop singers, and the female dancers all majored in Korean 
traditional dance.  Before being “picked up” by Ahn, each of the dancers had their 
own personal dance style, which he altered by introducing ballet and the concept of 
“body neutralization,” a ready state that allows the dancerʼs body to move freely. His 
hybrid dance technique integrates ballet with modern dance techniques.   
 
It is Ahnʼs idea that through ballet one becomes aware of momentum and gains a 
command of direction and speed.  Through ballet, dancers are better able to envision 
dancing as a fusion of mind and body.  Ahn believes that ballet embodies the 
concept of Ying-Yang, which promotes a balance of mind and body, enabling the 
dancer to move intuitively and freely.  This unique blend of talent and dance 
philosophy distinguishes the Sungsoo Ahn Pick-up Group from other conventional 
dance groups. 
 
Since its start-up in Korea, the Sungsoo Ahn Pick-up Group has released new dance 
works every year. 
 



Sungsoo Ahn, the Choreographer  
 
Sungsoo Ahn is the director of the choreography department at Korea National 
University of Arts School of Dance.  Born in Korea, Ahn received his BFA in dance 
under the direction of Benjamin Harkarvy from The Juilliard School in 1992, following 
previous studies in film. In 1991, he established his own dance company called 
“Sungsoo Ahn Pick-up Group.”  In 1997, Ahn moved back to Seoul after 13 years of 
living in the United States and re-founded his pick-up group,  
 
The Sungsoo Ahn Pick-Up Group is unlike other performing arts groups.  Ahnʼs 
group includes a unique mix of Korean traditional dancers and dancers from the 
Korean music industry.  His unique integration of ballet and modern dance 
techniques separates Ahnʼs dance group from more conventional groups.  The 
addition of Korean traditional dance adds an exquisite movement of arms and hands 
to the original dance choreography.  Ahnʼs particular hybrid technique allows dancers 
to move swiftly and freely without losing the semblance of organized choreography.  
 
Since its initial formation, the Sungsoo Ahn Pick-up Group has performed at several 
notable venues.  While in America, Ahnʼs company preformed at the Joyce Theater, 
and the Lincoln Center Out of Door Festival and Dance Theater Workshop. Since 
returning to Korea, the list has grown to include well-known venues such as the 
Tanzhaus nrw, the Dansens hus, and the Mousonturm at the 2010 Korean Dance in 
Europe.  Ahn's technically demanding choreography has been well received in the 
performing arts industry.  He has received several awards for his dance productions, 
including the Scripps/ADF Humphrey-Weidman-Limon Award for Choreography, and 
the Bonnie Bird North American Award. 
 
Sungsoo Ahn is also a well-accomplished and acclaimed choreographer.  Since 
1997, he has made twenty-five new works for dance companies, including the 
National Ballet of Korea, the National Dance Company of Korea, Seoul 
Contemporary Dance and his own Sungsoo Ahn Pick-up Group.  In January 2002, 
Ahn received the 2001 Korean Dance Critic's Award for his dance work "Beyond My 
Control.”  In Jan. 2005, he received the Dance Art Award for his dance production 
"My Funeral,” which also, in December 2005, won him the grand prix at Arts Award of 
the Year 2005:  dance division. Further accolades include Ahnʼs nomination for the 
BENOIS DE LA DANSE prize 2005 with his choreography "Bolero" and his 
performance for the gala at the Bolshoi Theater in Moscow. In Jan. 2010 he received 
Dance Art Award again with production of “Rose (the Rite of Spring) & Mating 
Dance.” 
 



WHS 
 
WHS is a contemporary circus / visual theatre group from Finland, formed by 
magician Kalle Nio, juggler Ville Walo and set & costume designer Anne Jämsä. The 
productions of the group have been the propelling force behind the rapid rise to fame 
of Finnish contemporary circus in the past decade. In the performances of the group 
circus has become a modern, independent and constantly changing form of 
expression that other arts, video in particular, complement.  In the press the 
performances have been called avant-garde also in the larger contexts of theatre and 
art in general. The performances have been on the sharp edge of the latest 
developments of theatre as well as circus. 
 
The circus group has grown known for the juggling style of Walo that balances on the 
boundary surfaces between juggling and puppetry, and the scale of expression of Nio 
that reaches from visual arts to magic. The group has taken their performances 
across more than 30 countries, visiting over a hundred world- famous festivals, 
circuses, theatres and puppet theatres in Belgium, Croatia, Czech Republics, 
Denmark, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Latvia, 
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Serbia, 
Slovak, Spain, Switzerland and Ukraine, as well as Argentina, Brazil, Canada, 
Columbia, Mexico, Costa Rica, Panama, USA, China, Macau, South Korea, Taiwan 
and Japan. 
 
Performances: Waloville (2002), Odotustila (Waiting Room / State of Waiting, 2003), 
Katoamispiste (Vanishing Point, 2004), Keskusteluja (Discussions, 2006), Puun syy 
(Wood Fibre/ Tree's Fault 2008) Rautakeuhko (Iron Lung 2009), Nopeussokeus 
(Speed Blindness / Motion Blindness 2010), Mortimer (2010), Moottorimagiaa (2011) 
and Ydin (2011) ), Double Exposure (2012), Pinta (2013), Lähtö (2013), Raja (2014) 



Ville Walo is renown for his original juggling style that balances on the boundary 
surfaces between juggling, puppet theatre and dance. He is a pioneer, innovator and 
reformer of contemporary juggling, who in his work explores new juggling techniques 
and physical and spatial movement in juggling. Walo has expanded the expression 
range of juggling towards visual theatre and object theatre. 
Walo has worked as the artistic director of 5-3-1 Festival of New Juggling as well as 
of Cirko Festival of New Circus in Helsinki. Besides his own group and solo work, he 
has been working together with Jérôme Thomas Company. The Arts Council of 
Finland gave Walo a 5-year artist grant starting from 2006. In 2010 the Finnish 
Cultural Foundation awarded Walo a special price for his eminent work promoting 
high quality Finnish culture. 
 
Samuli Kosminen is without doubt one of the leading percussionists and electronic 
musicians in Finland. As a musician, composer and producer Kosminen has 
collaborated in numerous ways with a gigantic quatity of Finnish and foreign rock, 
pop, jazz, contemporary classical and electronic music artists. 
These include for example Kronos Quartet (USA), Valgeir Sigurdsson (Iceland), 
Jónsi (leader of Ixelandic band Sigur Rós), Sasha Siem (UK), KTU (USA-Finland), 
Emiliana Torrini (Iceland), Hauschka (Germany), PMMP, Jukka Perko, Pekka 
Kuusisto and Proton String Quartet. In the last ten years Kosminen has mainly 
worked with the band Múm from Iceland and with the famous Finnish accordionist 
Kimmo Pohjonen. Together with Pohjonen he has created four albums and 
composed Jussi-awarded music for the film Jade Warrior. With Múm Kosminen has 
published four albums and toured in Europe, America, Australia and Ja- pan. 
Kosminen has been nominated for 2014 Harpa Nordic Film Composer award for his 
music for Susanna Helkeʼs film American Vagabond. 
 
Hauschka is one of the most recognizable prepared piano players of our century. 
The German pianist and composer Volker Bertelmann, is nowadays better known by 
his performance alias Hauschka. He is specialized in the prepared piano, whose 
sound is altered by the insertion of alien objects between or upon its strings, 
hammers and dampers. Hauschka excels on innovative playing on this instrument 
that was introduced to larger audiences by John Cage, and has composed and 
recorded numerous music pieces for prepared piano. 
Hauschka has performed to sold-out audiences across the world and collaborated 
with a vast variety of artists including Tortoise and Jan Tomita. He has collaborated 
with several interesting musicians, such as Barbara Morgenstern, Mira Calix and 
Tarwater. Hauschka has worked also with cinema, theatre, dance and art. He has 
composed film music and composed music for Düsseldorf Schauspielhaus. Together 
with Stefan Scheider he has even made a remix of Wagnerʼs Parsifal. He has 
released highly praised albums for FatCat and Karaoke Kalk, and his work has been 
featured in over a dozen films. 
 
Markus Hohti is a cellist of great versatility – equally at home whether playing 
classical or baroque cello, performing at contemporary music concerts, chamber 
music festivals, and jazz clubs. He has recently developed an interest in electro 
acoustic music and cross-genre projects. 
Hohti has performed at major festivals and concert halls, including Kuhmo Chamber 
Music, Pekka Kuusistoʼs Our Festival, Lucerne Festival, Salzburger Biennale, 
Tonhalle in Zurich and Berlin Filharmonie. He has premiered hundreds of new pieces 
and collaborated with renowned artists such as Ralf Gothoni, Cyprien Katsaris, Jaime 
Martin, Alasdair Beatson, Thomas Demenga, Rainer Schmidt and Gordan Nikolic. 



 
Noora Juppi has graduated as a circus artist from Salpaus circus school in Lahti in 
2012 majoring in tightwire. Juppi is a pole dancer and circus artist who in addition to 
her artistic work has taught circus and pole dancing in several art and circus schools 
and sports centers in Helsinki and Oulu. 
Noora Juppi has performed tightwire dancing and pole dancingin contemporary 
circus performances since 2009 and has appeared in the pole dancing group Vertiga 
since 2013. The young circus artist coming from Northern Finland city of Oulu has 
gathered some experience in circus and dance practices. Her dance education is 
based on learning various dance techniques from hiphop to ortiental dance and from 
salsa to jazz. 
 
Heikki Iso-Ahola is a sound designer and sound engineer since 35 years, 
collaborating with the most prominent artists, ranging from rock bands and classical 
orchestras to dance and circus companies. In recent years, he has worked as a 
sound designer in performances such as Keskusteluja (Discussions) and 
Rautakeuhko (Iron Lung) by WHS contemporary circus company, Borrowed Light 
and Next of Kin by Tero Saarinen Company, as well as Uniko, Earth Machine Music 
and Accordion Wrestling by Kimmo Pohjonen. As a sound engineer he has worked 
with various bands and artists, such as Ismo Alanko, Robyn Hitchcock, Von Hertzen 
Brothers and UMO. For already 20 years he has collaborated with the Helsinki 
Festival. 
 
Anne Jämsä is a costume and set designer and a founding member of Finnish 
visual theatre and contemporary circus company WHS. She is interested in 
developing visually expressive ways of using objects on stage. She has designed 
costumes, props and sets especially for dance, circus and visual theatre productions. 
She has a Masterʼs degree in Scenography and a Bachelorʼs degree in History and 
currently is a doctoral student in the Scenography Department of the Aalto University 
School of Art and Design. 
 
Jere Mönkkönen is a lighting designer. He has graduated as a Bachelor of Culture 
and Arts from Tampere University of Applied Sciences majoring in Light Design. 
Mönkkönen has made light designs for several Finnish and Estonian performances 
by well-known artists and companies such as theatre director Kristian Smeds. 
Besides his design work, Mönkkönen has also worked as technician and a tour 
manager for companies such as WHS, Race Horse Company, Circo Aereo and 
Savonlinna Opera Festival. 
 
Matti Niinimäki, also known as Månsteri, is a Helsinki based media-artist combines 
elements from different artistic fields, in his work. For the most part, his tools consist 
of interactive video, sound and experimental electronics. Niinimäkiʼs work often 
combines playfulness and black-humour along with everyday things and 
observations of life from different perspectives. 
Outside of the typical museum and gallery environments, Niinimäkiʼs work can also 
be found on the internet, in the street, in theatres, at science centres or in even night 
clubs where he performs as a DJ and VJ in numerous events in Finland as well as 
abroad. 



CULTURE – Tuesday 29th of September 2015 – Hämeen Sanomat 
 
Rich in symbols Swan of Tuonela resembles a dream 
A combination of dance and contemporary circus 
 

Flowing parade of ideas 
DANCE THEATRE 
 
Swan of Tuonela 
Choreography: Sungsoo Ahn. Direction: Ville Walo. Performers: Ville Walo, Noora Juppi, Juhee Lee, Hyun Kim, Jeeyeun Kim, 
Heehwon Yang, Hauschka, Samuli Kosminen and Markus Hohti. Premiere in Vanaja hall of Verkatehdas 26.9. 
 
A swan is a flexible bird, and even more flexible are the members of the South 
Korean choreographer Sungsoo Ahn’s dance company. 

The collaboration between Sungsoo Ahn Pick-Up Group and the developer of 
contemporary circus Ville Walo has continued for four years, and the results are 
seamless. 

Swan of Tuonela that premiered in Vanaja hall combines physical skill with 
music by Jean Sibelius. Primarily it uses the Lemminkäinen series that also Swan of 
Tuonela belongs to. 

Although in the end Sibelius is aboard merely as traces that blend in with the 
compositions and eastern rhythms of Hauschka, Samuli Kosminen and Markus 
Hohti. The most recognisable piece is Valse Triste. 

Fire and wind crackle in the sound scape, and wood splinters. 
 
The performance stays focused on the Tuonela River and in Lemminkäinen’s fate. 
Also references to Swan Lake arise, inevitably. One is reminded even on Jubal 
shooting the swan. Sibelius composed even that story. 

Most powerful effects are drawn out of swan symbolism. In addition to the 
traditional themes of beauty, purity and death, the group finds both man and woman 
in the swan, even including a phallus formed by 
the swan’s neck. 

The performance digs deep into Finnish 
folklore and shapes it into will-of-the-wisp women 
projected on stage, funeral processions and animal 
wooing scenes. 

As a balancing contrast severed body parts 
rain down from the ceiling and a hairdryer 
descends on a wire, used for instance to tame a 
black swan into a white one. 

Rich in symbols, the performance 
resembles a dream. It digs so deep into this world, 
that the spectator is at times hard-pressed, trying to 
place all the visions in a storyline. 
 

Kim Hyun is one of the dancers in 
Swan of Tuonela. Photo by: Terho 
Aalto 

 



 
Swan of Tuonela is pre-advertised as piece of  dance and contemporary circus. 

In the premiere it seems rather like a contemporary dance and concert piece. 
On stage we see a juggler (Walo) doing tricks with detached limbs and a pole dancer 
(Noora Juppi), but otherwise even the acrobatic elements are fit to be read as 
contemporary dance. 

So if one expects Swan of Tuonela to be very similar to the breathtaking 
spectacles in the contemporary circus pieces previously seen at Verkatehdas, one may 
feel misled. 

Spectacular impressiveness is accomplished with other means, such as tricks, 
in which a man’s upper body gets combined with the legs of two women or with 
vibrant female dancers projected in front of the musicians. 

The whole piece is so magnificent, that it leaves one searching for a single 
peak or peaks. For example the pole dancing scene set to Valse Triste doubles itself. 

The result is a beautiful and thought provoking cavalcade, rather than a 
narrative story with a univocal course. 
 
 
 

 
FRUIT	  OF	  COLLABORATION	  
	  

Strong	  roots	  in	  Kalevala	  
	  
-‐	  Swan	  of	  Tuonela	  is	  primarily	  based	  on	  the	  story	  of	  Lemminkäinen	  told	  
also	  in	  Kalevala.	  
-‐	  The	  infamous	  womanizer	  gets	  in	  many	  kinds	  of	  trouble.	  
-‐	  In	  the	  end	  he	  is	  torn	  to	  pieces	  and	  thrown	  in	  the	  river.	  
-‐	  Lemminkäinen’s	  mother	  gathers	  up	  her	  son	  from	  the	  river	  and	  pieces	  
him	  back	  together.	  
-‐	  The	  orchestral	  series	  Lemminkäinen	  by	  Sibelius	  is	  based	  on	  this	  story.	  It	  
has	  four	  parts,	  Lemminkäinen	  and	  the	  Maidens	  of	  the	  Island,	  The	  Swan	  of	  
Tuonela,	  Lemminkäinen	  in	  Tuonela	  and	  Lemminkäinen’s	  return.	  
	  



pigeonnaire.blogspot.fi 
Thursday 1st of October 2015 

From Stage: Swan of Tuonela (WHS / 
Verkatehdas) 
 

 
Juhee Lee and Swan. Photo: WHS 

 
This autumn’s calendar is already quite 
densely filled with cultural events, but some 
negotiations are still possible. Especially 
when something is very heavily 
recommended by gifted blogger colleagues. 
Hence we headed towards Verkatehdas in Hämeenlinna with my 
spouse to see Swan of Tuonela, a coproduction of WHS and Sungsoo 
Ahn Pick-up Group. 
 
The performance inspired by Sibelius’ compositions combines many 
kinds of skills on stage. Sungsoo Ahn has conjured up handsome 
choreographies and Ville Walo has taken care of directing. On stage a 
total of six performers are seen (Juhee Lee, Huyn Kim, Jeeyeun Kim, 
Heehwon Yang, Noora Juppi and Ville Walo), and in addition to them 
Hauschka, Samuli Kosminen and Markus Hohti, who are responsible for 
the music. Projections by Matti Niinimäki can also be counted as one of 
the performers. 
 
The performance made such an impression that I notice I’m resorting 
mainly to lists and technical details here. I will try anyway and begin by 
saying that WHS has convinced me with their prior performances and 
thus my expectations were high for Swan of Tuonela. Luckily I sure 
didn’t have to get disappointed, since also this time the stage was filled 
with visually magnificent, unapologetic, at 
times somber and at times hilarious know-
how. 
 
 

 
Heehwon Yang & Noora Juppi. Photo: WHS 

 
Although for once it would have been useful to skim the playbill before 
the performance began. To be honest I couldn’t recall the story of 
Lemminkäinen and swan of Tuonela quite clearly and story-wise I might 
have made out more, had I read it. On the other hand Swan of Tuonela 
was magnificent to watch also without references, so it was not much of 
a loss. 



 
Anyhow the union of contemporary dance and circus does the trick 
splendidly. Already in the beginning the gravity defying movements of 
the choreography bewilder one’s mind; are there strings from above or 
hidden support poles? It was left unexplainable. However there was not 
much time for pondering, as scenes changed and on the stage we saw 
various things like pole dancing, acrobatics, gorgeous fans both in the 
scenery and in the dancer’s hands, swans in many different 
manifestations, hair dryers, choreographies balancing on the verge of 
controlled chaos, absurd visions. 
 
Thank you. We enjoyed every moment. 
 
If the performance ever tours in Finland again, I very warmly 
recommend watching it. Performances at Verkatehdas continue until 
3.10. and thereafter the piece will be performed in Seoul, Korea 25.-
28.10. 



  
Technical Rider – October 2015 
PLEASE CONTACT FOR QUESTIONS / ADAPTATIONS  technic@w-h-s.fi 
 

SWAN OF TUONELA 
 
STAFF ON TOUR 
 
9 performers, 4 technicians, 1 choreographer 
 
STAGE 
 
Minimum dimensions required 
Height: preferably 16 meters (8m + 8 m flyspace tower)  
(minimum height 6 meters from floor to upper border curtains) 
Width: 16 meters (13 meters minimum between side curtains) 
Depth: 13-16 meters (10 meters minimum to back wall or curtain) 
No more than 1% tilt of floor 
 
Stage masking 
- black curtains that cover back wall, in 2 parts with slit for passage in middle 
(a clamp or peg for closing curtain slit) 
- black curtain legs for side wings 
- black dance carpets 
- black pile carpet under instruments and fog dispensers 
- minimum 3 upper black border curtains 
- front-of-house curtain 
- a small black cover screen behind grand piano (can be made with 2 
microphone stands and black fabric) 
 
SET 
 
The set is composed of various accessories: 
 
1) Suspended objects over stage: plastic inflatable puppets, hairdryer and 
fyke style fishtrap.  
 
The inflatable puppets are hanging on a bar above stage from black ropes 
that go through loops and pulleys above stage, and are attached with carbine 
hooks on stage weights in the side wings. The inflatables are are dropped 
during the performance by detaching the ropes from the stage weights 
(operated in the wings, behind side curtain legs). Height: approx. 10 meters. 
 
An air compressor should be provided by venue for filling the inflatables. 
 
The hairdryer and fishtrap are lowered during the performance by either 
lowering the motored bars silently (preferred) or with ropes and pulleys. 



 
The hairdryer can be secured in place with a thin black metal wire. The wire 
should be supplier by the venue. Wire length 8-10 meters. 
 
Hairdryer bar height: 7 meters / 16 meters 
Fishtrap bar height: 6,3 meters / 16 meters 
 
2) On stage floor: 5 aluminium folding fans, dimensions 135 x 270 x 12 cm 
 
All of these accessories are supplied by the company (excluding gaffer tape 
and the extra ropes, pulleys, stage weights, carbine hooks that will be needed 
if stage bars cannot be lowered silently during performance). 
 
For the set the venue needs to provide: 
 
- Intercom for fly cues between stage right wing and fly operation 
- 1 roll (25 m) of matte black gaffer tape (width 5 cm) 
- 1 roll of thin white tape (paper or plastic) 
- 2 stage weights (size approx. 25 x 15 x 10 cm, weight minimum 2 kg 

each) 
 
And additionally (if the stage bars cannot be lowered silently during 
performance): 

- 2 stage weights (size approx. 25 x 15 x 10 cm, weight minimum 2 kg 
each) 

- 2 black ropes, length approx. 20 meters each (or 2 x stage height + half 
of stage width)  

- 4-6 premium quality pulleys for the rope, must run smoothly 
- 2 large carbine hooks (easy to operate with 1 hand) + 2 short ropes for 

attaching the hooks on the stage weights  
 
RIGGING POINT 
 
In stage right wing we will need an approx. 100 kg floor rigging point with a 
strong metal loop for attaching a rope that will be used during performance to 
support a dancerʼs weight (leaning sideways). 
 
For example a floor hatch seam can be used for making this rigging point (by 
placing two metal bars under and above the hatch and tying them together 
with strong rope, strap or wire. 
 
QUICK CHANGE 
 
3-4 clothing racks with hangers should be placed in stage right wing and in 
each corner behind back curtains for quick changes of costumes during 
performance. 
 
1-2 tables in stage right wing should also be provided for handheld props. 



 
FOG EFFECTS 
 
LE MAITRE Freeze Fog machine with liquid CO2 fog cooling unit will be used 
for fog effects. (Can be provided by company.) Fog machine and cooler will be 
placed in stage left wing. 
 
Cooler 
Model: Freezefog Pro  
Type: CO2 Operated Fog Chilling Unit 
Size: Height: 61cm Width: 50cm Depth: 65cm  
Weight: 17.5kg (not including smoke machine)  
Power Rating: 220 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 10 Amps (with G300 smoke machine)  
 
Fog machine 
Model: G300 Smoke & Haze Machine 
Size: Height: 26 cm Width: 29 cm Depth: 61 cm 
Weight: 25 kg 
Power: 230v, 50/60Hz, 2.2Kw, 9 amps 
Fluid: Low Smoke Fluid 5 liters / 55 min 
 
Under the cooler unit we will need preferably 2 tables, each of approx. H 1 x 
W 0,5 x D 0,65 meter size, or 1 table of approx. H 1 x W 0,5 x D 1,3 meter 
size. 
 
For the Freezefog cooler we will need the venue to provide liquid CO2 in 
pressured containers. Either high or low pressure, although better results are 
obtained with low pressure. 
 
The Freezefog can use Low Pressure CO2 Cylinders. These are available 
from your local welding supply centre, and are sometimes referred to as 
“Dewers”.  Typically there are three valve handles, a pressure gauge, and a 
CO2 level indicator located on the top of the Liquid CO2 Tank. These 
valves handles should be labeled as Gas/Vent, Liquid, and Pressure Builder.  
 
If low pressure three valve tanks are not 
available, FreezeFog can be also operated 
with single valve Liquid CO2 tank with a 
dip/syphon pipe (see drawing) or High 
Pressure Liquid CO2 bottles. 
 
Swan of Tuonela consumption of liquid CO2 
is 15kg /show. 
 
Another similar Le Maitre fog machine (not 
supplied by company) can be used for 3 
smaller fog-dispensing units for video 
projections. 



In case another fog machine is unavailable, one machine (provided by 
company) can be used for both fog effects. 
 
For the 3 fog-dispensers, fog cooler and fog machine we need: 

- 4 x 10m DMX cables  
    (can be supplied by company, in case the venue canʼt provide them) 
- Ethernet cable from DMX control unit (unit supplied by company) via 

Ethernet connection line (to be supplied by venue) to a laptop in FOH 
technical booth 

- 3 Direct electricity lines (not from dimmer) in front of musicians 
- 2 Direct electricity lines (not from dimmer) in stage left wing 

 
 
VIDEO 
 
Benq short distance video projector will be provided by company and placed 
under the grand piano. 
DMX video shutter (can be supplied by company) will need: 
- a 5-pin DMX line under the grand piano. 

(can be supplied by company, in case the venue canʼt provide it) 
 
Video signal comes from a laptop in FOH technical control booth. 
For video we need: 
- Ethernet connection line (to be supplied by venue) for the video signal 

from FOH to projector (Please contact us, if permanently installed 
Ethernet connection or Ethernet cables are not available.) 

- 2 Direct electricity lines (not from dimmer) for video projector and 
shutter on stage under grand piano 

- Direct electricity (5 schuko sockets) for computers in FOH 
 
 
LIGHTING 
 
Lighting console with cue recording option 
53 dimmer channels / 2kW per channel 
 
Lanterns :  
12 x MAC Quantum LED WASH (or other high output RGBW Ledwash 
Moving Head, if Quantum not available inform lighting designer of other 
options) 
14 x 36° Source Four ETC profile (or equivalent) 
12 x 26° Source Four ETC profile (or equivalent) 
7 x 2kW  Fresnel with barndoors 
8 x 1kw Fresnel with barndoors 
8 x Sidelight stands (must be able to rig lights in two levels) 
 
Lighting contact: Jere Mönkkönen jere@w-h-s.fi 



 
 
SOUND SYSTEM 
 
See separate sound rider.  
Sound contact: Heikki Iso-Ahola isoahola@welho.com 
 
 
DRESSING ROOMS 
 
- Minimum 2, preferably 5, dressing rooms with showers (near the place of 
performance, heated if necessary, well lit, lockable or guarded, with chairs, a 
mirror, a WC) 
- Bottles of water (minimum 14 small bottles for each performance) 
- catering: bananas and other fruits, coke, water, fruit juice, coffee, chocolate, 
sandwiches or snacks for 5 persons during set-up, and for 14 persons 3 hours 
before performance 
- 9 towels 
- hangers (40) for clothes 
- ironing board and iron 
 
 
ACCOMMODATION 
 
Accommodation and board for 14 people on the days of set up and 
performance 

- 14 hotel rooms: 14 single rooms, min. 2 stars 
 
 
TECNICAL STAFF 
 
Putting up the sets takes approximately 12-16 hours (preferably on 2 days) 
and requires: 
- 2 lighting technicians (3 if light has not been prepared before we arrive) 
- 2 sound technicians 
- 1 stage technician 
- 1 piano tuner 
During the show 
- 1 sound technician for monitor mixing 
- 1-2 stage technicians: 1 operating set bars and front curtain, 1 

operating fog machine (or 1 technician that operates all) 
- 1 house technician familiar with all technical systems of venue 
- 1 piano tuner on hold to come on performance days, if necessary 

 
Duration of show: 70 minutes 
 



The technical needs can be adjusted to fit in the venueʼs specifications so If 
anything needs to be clarified or any questions appear, please do not hesitate 
to contact us. 
 
Technical contact: technic@w-h-s.fi 
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 PLEASE MAKE SURE THIS RIDER REACHES THE SOUND TECHNICIANS THAT WORK ON
THE AGREED CONCERT!
NOTE: WE USE SURROUND SOUND EFFECTS (see below)

PA:
-professional quality stereo sound system with full range speakers and separate sub
bass speakers with enough power for the venue in question. Balanced and even tonal
coverage for the whole audience area. All necessary fills and clusters with adjustable
delay and EQ.
Quality manufactures preferred: D&B, EAW, L'ACOUSTICS, MARTIN, MEYER, NEXO.

SURROUND:
4-6 powerful (good quality like Nexo PS 15) full range speakers covering the audience
area to create s pecial SURROUND sound effects and feel of space.
These speakers should be stacked or rigged  (above audience) 2-4 m high, 2 - 4 in the
middle ofthe audience area, 2 in the back, depending on the venue layout.
If the venue capacity is over 500, more speakers are needed.
If the venue has a balcony, extra speakers for that are needed.
The surround mix from the FOH can be configured for 2 sends (as left and rifght )

PLEASE discuss surround and other sound details in advance.

FOH:
Professional good quality mixing desk preferably analog, 32 channels minimum, 8 aux
sends , 8 subgroups and 8 VCAs.
The mixing desk should be located in the middle of the audience area and inside
the surround soundfield. NOT behind audience or near the back wall.

3 stereo equalizers (1 for PA and 2 for surround sound)
1 digital delay (TC D2 preferred),
2 quality reverbs (Lexicon), 1 multi effect processor (TC, Eventide, Yamaha).
 In case of a digital desk the separate reverb processors are still needed.

10 ch compressor/limiters (DBX, BSS)
230V power for sound engineer's computer and other gear
Talkback mic to the Monitor desk
Good lights for mixer and racks

 MONITORS 
5 wedge monitors (see stage plan), one for cue. 15 inch for piano and drums, 12 inch for
cello. Stereo mix for the piano.
2 sidefills to cover the dance and performance area.
Good quality monitor mixing desk with 32 channels
5 graphic equalizers inserted for monitor outputs
The first choice of the  monitor speakers is D&B. Also possible; EAW, L’Acoustics
MARTIN, NEXO etc.
-an experienced monitor engineer to mix the show  !!



BACKLINE:                 page 2/4
Grand Piano (minimum Yamaha C5). Classical piano stool, small table 70x40cm 70
high. 2 nine volt batteries. Black gaffa tape.

Drum kit: (depending on the arrangement)
20-22” kick drum
14” snare drum
12” rack tom
16” or 18” floor toms with legs
3 thin crash cymbals size 14”  (or 15. 16 and 18)
2 x snare stands, 1 hi-hat stand, 3 cymbal boom stands
kick pedal (pearl P-1000, P120P or equivalent)
drum stool and drum carpet
table 150x50cm, 70 high

Stool without armrests for the cello player

SWAN OF TUONELA  STAGE PLAN 

M=wedge monitor,  SF= sidefill

M1
           Piano and Loops

Ch 1-8
                     M2

     
M4

     Cello ch 23-24
                M3

Smoke machines  25-27

Drums, percussion,
electronics  ch 9-22

SF        space for dance  and performance SF
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Instrument Mic
 48 V

Stand Ins. FOH

  1 Piano L Schoeps # X Clamp
  2 Piano R Schoeps X Clamp
  3 Piano treble KM 184 X Clamp
  4 Piano bottom C-ducer X Taped
  5 Piano bottom C-ducer X Taped
  6 Piano pickup Helpenstill
  7 Loopstation mix Mackie L XLR Comp
  8 Loopstation mix Mackie R XLR Comp
  9 Kick E902 Short boom Comp
10 Snare SM 57 Short boom Comp
11 Hi Hat SM 81 X Short boom
12 Rack tom e904
13 Floor tom e904
14 OH 1 AKG 414 etc. X Tall boom
15 OH 2 AKG 414 X Tall boom
16 Percussion OH (on table) AKG 414 X Tall boom
17 Mac mix L DI Comp
18 Mac mix R DI Comp
19 Effect mix L DI Comp
20 Effect mix R DI Comp
21 Playback L DI
22 Playback R DI
23 Cello 1 Own 4099 X Comp
24 Cello effect DI Comp
25 Smoke machine sound 1 SM 57
26 Smoke  ms 2 SM 57
27 Smoke  ms 3 SM 57

We bring mics to channels 1- 2 , 4-6, 23. Please have some quality condensers avalable as spare.
Other good quality mics are possible for the drums. The smoke machine mics should be covered
with thin plastic, to prevent them of getting wet.
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              PA LEFT        PA RIGHT

Surround        Surround
Speaker 1        speaker 2

FOH MIX

Surround                    Surround
speaker 3                   speaker 4

On venues over 500 capacity extra speakers are needed

Sound engineer -
Heikki Iso-Ahola
isoahola@welho.com
Mobile +358 40 529 3261

STAGE
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